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LETTERS

Crucial points
  I have read both R. L. Mathews’

 

article (“A Computer Programming
 Approach to the Design of Ac

counting Systems,” M/S July-Au
gust ’68, p. 32) and G. M. Levin

son’s answering letter (M/S No
vember-December ’68, p. 2). Their

 discussion raises two crucial points.
The first deals with cost/effec-

 
tiveness of different programing

 techniques. The argument is not
 really between COBOL and FORT

RAN but between programs writ
ten in higher-level (compiler) lan
guages and the far more machine-
 oriented assembly languages which

 bear essentially a one-to-one rela
tion with the machine instruction

 set.
Certainly, to use a program on a

 
production basis for a large part 

of available computer time, running
time efficiency must be the major

 concern. Running-time efficiency
 can be heavily hardware-depen
dent, 

as
 in situations where inade 

quate core storage is available and
 

excessive disk access must be used

 

instead. In these situations the
 heavy investment in programer

 time and debug time is justified
 from a cost/effectiveness point 

of view.
However, most programs do not

 
fall into this category. Very few

 programs start in this category.
 Those programs that do fall into

 this category usually do so as they
 evolve, growing slowly from ex
perimental programs. For this type
 of program the compilers, even if

 they generate less efficient codes
 (i.e., more instructions*) than a
 good programer working in as

sembly language would, would still
 be cost/effective because the pro

grams can be written and debugged
 much faster by less skilled pro

gramers.
The proper time to write the

 
machine code is when the program

 is fully debugged and its form
 frozen. Then the program should

 be carefully analyzed for time con
sumption and the necessary por
tions of the program time-opti

mized. Thus, in the early stages
 of program trial and design, ease

 of manipulation and analysis far
 outweigh running time and core

*Mr. Levinson might give the wrong

 
impr

ession when he states that “com 
pilers utilize a great deal of storage in

 themselves.” This storage is used only
 during the actual compiles, not during

 program execution.
 

storage considerations from the

 

overall point of view of cost/ef
fectiveness, and in this stage the

 matrix approach may permit great
 savings of time and money.

The second point raised by the

 
article and its discussion deals

 with the overall approach to com
puters. To date, the vast prepon

derance of commercial computer
 utilization has been for doing what

 we’ve always done, only faster and,
 we hope, at a lower cost. However,

 with the availability of third gen
eration hardware and the increas

ingly easy access to time sharing
 services, it is vital that we move

 beyond this stage.
The time has come when it is

 
no longer sufficient to ask, “Can the

 computer do this job better?” If
 we are to stay competitive and use

 all of the management tools avail
able to us, we must start asking,
 “What problems can the computer

 solve for us which we have been
 unable to solve before?”

We must consider not just what

 
functions the computer can take

 over but what problems the com
puter can solve—in forecasting,

 marketing, decision making, prod
uct design, etc. It is only with this

 approach that management can
 fully utilize the economic benefits

 inherent in computer technology.
Richard J. Pegis

 
Optimization Associates, Inc.

Rochester, New York

March-April, 1969 1
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